
ALIM: Adjusting Label Importance Mechanism 

for Noisy Partial Label Learning

Introduction

--Partial Label Learning: Each example has a candidate labels set S, and 

the he ground-truth label must be in the candidate label set. 

However, this assumption may not be satisfied due to the unprofessional 

judgment of annotators. 

--Noisy Partial Label Learning[1]: Each example has a candidate labels set 

S, and the he ground-truth label may not be in the candidate label set. 

Analysis

Methodology
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Experiments
-- ALIM achieved SOTA under noisy PLL conditions.

--ALIM always brings performance improvement under noisy conditions.

https://github.com/zeroQiaoba/ALIMCode:

--ALIM‘s adaptively adjusted λ serves as a suitable boundary for clean and noisy subsets

Motivation: 

~ When we are unfamiliar with a test, we believe that the correct answer must 

be in the candidate set. Even if every option is wrong, we still choose the 

most likely answer. 

~ As we become more familiar with the test, we learn to question the 

correctness of the candidate set. If we believe every option is wrong, we will 

consider answers outside the candidate set. 

→ Adjust the importance between the candidate label set and the prediction

Normalize:

~Onehot: set the maximum value to 1 and others to 0.

~Scale: introduces a scaling factor K > 0 and normalizes the probabilities as follows:

Definition:

S(x): Vectorized candidate label set of sample x. 

P(x): Softmax probabilities of sample x.

W(x): Pseudo label of sample x.

λ:  control the reliability of the candidate set

Mark:

~λ = 0 means that we fully trust the given candidate set S(x); λ = 1 means that 

we don’t believe the candidate set but trust our own judgment P (x)

~When λ = 0 and K = 1, we can find that the classic method PRODEN[2] in the 

PLL  is a special case of ALIM.

~Interpretation from Objective Functions

~Interpretation from EM Perspective

~Adaptively Adjusted Strategy (Optional)

--ALIM‘s adaptively adjusted λ reduce manual efforts in hyper-parameter tunining


